
A DISCUSSION OF COTTONS IMPACT ON THE UNITED STATES

How much of an impact the gin (which is short for â€œengineâ€•) had on the By some estimates, the United States
supplied three-quarters of the.

The Documents. It was as a manufacturer of muskets that Whitney finally became rich. By the time the
Confederacy realized this policy was doomed, a northern blockade effectively kept most cotton from leaving
the South. Green, Constance M. During the first cotton boom, the slave population in the South swelled to 4
million people, leaving slave owners with an ample population to maintain a workforce as the children of
slaves were born into slavery. If the Civil War was a moment of crisis for the empire of cotton, it was also a
rehearsal for its reconstruction. Weird and Wacky Inventions. In addition, the violent expansion of both these
economies westward brought crisis after crisis to their nascent national institutions. However, like many
inventors, Whitney who died in could not have foreseen the ways in which his invention would change society
for the worse. Struggling to make a profit and mired in legal battles, the partners finally agreed to license gins
at a reasonable price. Long-staple cotton, which was easy to separate from its seeds, could be grown only
along the coast. Eli Whitney and the Birth of American Technology. Interesting case histories. As former
slaves throughout the United States celebrated their freedom, manufacturers and workers looked forward to
factories running again at capacity, fueled by newly plentiful cotton supplies. At stake was the success of
cotton planting throughout the South, especially important at a time when tobacco was declining in profit due
to over-supply and soil exhaustion. Merchants, however, had little to celebrate. Thanks largely to the cotton
gin, growing cotton became so profitable that plantation owners constantly needed more land and slave labor
to meet the increasing demand for the fiber. By , the nation was divided into Northern and Southern regions
based on the legality of slavery in states and territories. Fearing for the security of their human property,
southern slave owners struck out on their own, gambling that their European partners would intervene to
preserve the world economy and with it their own exceptionally profitable role. The website has some
information about going to the museum itself, but it also has lots of articles and pictures on-line. The
American Industrial Revolution, concentrated in the northeast, would ultimately prove to be the most
significant force in the development of the modern United States. Whitney's Other Invention: Mass-Production
Though patent law disputes kept Whitney from significantly profiting from his cotton gin, he was awarded a
U. But technological innovations to process cotton soon gave new life to slavery, which would flourish in the
new nation as never before. Some Founders may have believed that slavery would fade away in the United
States because of social reasons or the unprofitability of slave-produced crops before the gin was invented.
Consequently, they worked zealously to find ways to reconstruct durably the worldwide web of cotton
production, to transform the global countryside without resorting to slavery. A British observer was amazed at
these new global links that the Civil War had brought to the fore. By the middle of the s, the United States
produced over 75 percent of the world's cotton, and 60 percent of the nation's total exports came from the
South. Alfred H. Eli Whitney Patents His Cotton Gin In hopes of making a patentable machine, Whitney put
aside his plans to study law and instead tinkered throughout the winter and spring in a secret workshop
provided by Catherine Greene. As one of the many inventions created during the American Industrial
Revolution, the cotton gin had an enormous impact on the cotton industry, and the American economy,
especially in the South. But to be a black Christian was not necessarily to have the same values as a white
Christian. In an effort to force British diplomatic recognition, the Confederate government banned all cotton
exports. After , the internal slave trade forced African Americans from the border states and Chesapeake into
the new cotton belt, which ultimately stretched from upcountry Georgia to eastern Texas. New England's
agricultural economy was the poorest in the country and that helped to spur experimentation there. The World
of Eli Whitney. Slaves undoubtedly adjusted Christianity to fit their own life experiences and there is little
doubt that Moses' leading the enslaved Israelites to the Promised Land had special resonance among American
slaves. Keeping Cotton Lucrative Before the cotton gin, slavery had been on its way outâ€”farmers realized it
was more expensive to maintain slaves, compared to the value of what they could produce. Most important,
they understood that labor, not land, constrained the production of cotton.


